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Abstract

LM-BFF (Gao et al., 2021) achieves significant
few-shot performance by using auto-generated
prompts and adding demonstrations similar to
an input example. To improve the approach
of LM-BFF, this paper proposes LM-BFF-
MS—better few-shot fine-tuning of language
models with multiple soft demonstrations by
making its further extensions, which include 1)
prompts with multiple demonstrations based on
automatic generation of multiple label words;
and 2) soft demonstration memory which con-
sists of multiple sequences of globally shared
word embeddings for a similar context. Experi-
ments conducted on eight NLP tasks show that
LM-BFF-MS leads to improvements over LM-
BFF on five tasks, particularly achieving 94.0
and 90.4 on SST-2 and MRPC, respectively1.

1 Introduction

The GPT-3 model (Brown et al., 2020) has achieved
remarkable few-shot performance on natural lan-
guage understanding tasks given a natural lan-
guage prompt and |K| labeled samples as demon-
strations in the inputs without updating the model’s
weights. However, the GPT-3 model consists of
175B parameters, making it challenging to perform
task-specific fine-tuning, which is often required in
real-world applications.

To enable task-specific fine-tuning, prompt-
based few-shot fine-tuning has been widely stud-
ied to encourage the few-shot capabilities of pre-
trained language models (PLMs) equipped with
label-specific verbalizers and prompts that are com-
patible with language models (Schick and Schütze,
2021a,b). Prompt-based fine-tuning reformulates
downstream tasks as a masked language modeling
problem, where a token (label word) is generated
on a given prompt with a task-specific template.

*Corresponding author
1Our implementation is publicly available at https://

github.com/judepark96/LM-BFF-MS

However, constructing optimal prompts requires
domain expertise and the use of manual prompts
can be suboptimal (Webson and Pavlick, 2021; Lu
et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021).

Among the various methods of prompt-based
fine-tuning, this study is based on the LM-
BFF method (Gao et al., 2021), which uses a
demonstration-aware prompt where a demonstra-
tion is produced by unmasking the example prompt
in contexts similar to the input, inspired by the find-
ings from the GPT-3 model (Brown et al., 2020).
With demonstration-aware prompts, the LM-BFF
outperforms the conventional fine-tuning approach
and GPT-3’s in-context learning. To improve LM-
BFF, we propose LM-BFF-MS, better few-shot
fine-tuning of language models with multiple soft
demonstration memory, based on the following two
extensions:

1. Prompts with multiple demonstrations.
While LM-BFF uses single demonstration2,
our model uses multiple demonstrations with
different label phrases, where each demon-
stration is constructed per label phrase. Given
that label phrases are semantically related or
similar, it is expected that resulting demon-
strations indirectly augment the vocabulary of
the verbalizer with label phrases3.

2. Soft demonstration memory based on mul-
tiple sequences of word embeddings. Unlike
LM-BFF, which directly uses a sequence of
hard tokens in the demonstration, inspired by
the soft prompts of Lester et al. (2021), we re-
place them with a sequence of soft vectors as
a proper context for each label phrase, where
soft vectors are globally shared soft examples
for each label phrase but are not sensitive to

2Note that LM-BFF also explored sampling multiple
demonstrations per label, but did not observe any improve-
ment.

3Here, it is assumed that the set of label words is different
from the set of label phrases.
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𝐶𝐿𝑆 Terrible movie . It was 𝑀 .

𝑆𝐸𝑃 	The drama discloses nothing . It was terrible . 𝑆𝐸𝑃

𝑆𝐸𝑃 A fun ride . It was great . 

Demonstrations for Positive & Negative Label

Training Input & Template

MLM 
Head

terrible: (negative)
great: (positive) 

(a) Prompt-based fine-tuning with demonstration (LM-BFF)

𝐶𝐿𝑆 Terrible movie . It was 𝑀 .

𝑆𝐸𝑃 	 𝑇!"# , …, 𝑇$ It was so sad . 𝑇$"# , …, 𝑇% It was a waste of time. 𝑆𝐸𝑃

𝑆𝐸𝑃 	 𝑇 , …, 𝑇& It was a gift . 𝑇&"# , …, 𝑇! It was an instant hit . 

Multiple Soft Demonstrations for Positive & Negative Label

Training Input & Template

MLM 
Head

terrible: (negative)
great: (positive) 

Linear

Weight initialization with 
MLM Decoder weights

(b) Prompt-based fine-tuning with multiple soft demonstration memory (our approach)

(c) Automatically generating phrase-level verbalizers (our approach)

Funny . It was <extra_id_0> . 
…

This junk . It was <extra_id_0> .
…

T5

an instant hit

waste of my time
…

Decode

Most 𝑚 Phrase-level verbalizers
𝒯!"#$!(𝑥%&) 𝒯'$()&(𝑥%&)

𝒯'$()&(𝑥%&)𝒯!"#$!(𝑥%&)

Figure 1: An illustration of (a) the prompt of LM-BFF (Prompt-based fine-tuning with demonstration), comparing
to that of (b) our proposed LM-BFF-MS (Prompt-based fine-tuning with Multiple soft demonstration memory) in
Section 3. The subfigure (c) shows the span-corrupted input and output of T5 used for automatic generation of
phrase-level verbalizers as in Section 3.2. [M], [Tk], <extra_id_0>, blue and brown colored square box referred
as mask and soft token, sentinel token of T5, positive, negative, respectively.

an input context. In our approach, soft vec-
tors are considered as automatically generated
demonstration that matches well for each label
phrase, capturing the common context for the
corresponding phrase. To train the soft demon-
stration memory effectively, we further intro-
duce an auxiliary task, named next demon-
strations prediction (NDP) task, inspired by
NSP-BERT (Sun et al., 2021).

Following the previous setting of the LM-BFF,
the experimental results on eight NLP datasets
show that the proposed LM-BFF-MS leads to a
better and more stable few-shot performance com-
pared to the previous models. The contributions of
this study are summarized as follows:

• We propose prompts with multiple soft
demonstration memory based on the auto-
matic generation of multiple label phrases and
the use of soft demonstration memory that is
armed with an auxiliary NDP task.

• We present promising results of the pro-
posed method on eight NLP tasks by showing
improved results on some datasets, particu-
larly achieving state-of-the-art performance
on SST-2 and MRPC.

2 Related Work

Prompt-based few-shot fine-tuning, which finetunes
based on few-shot examples under a prompting
setting, has been widely studied for moderately
sized PLMs such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). For example, PET re-
formulates downstream tasks as a masked language
modeling problem and performs gradient-based
fine-tuning (Schick and Schütze, 2021a,b). Auto-
Prompt creates appropriate prompts for a set of dis-
crete tokens using a gradient-guided search (Shin
et al., 2020). Null Prompts—simple concatenations
of the inputs and [MASK] token—achieve a free of
prompt engineering (Logan et al., 2021). Instead of
using hard prompts, there have also been works of
using continuous vectors of prompt tokens, called
soft prompting4, including the work of Lester et al.
(2021), which proposes soft prompts composed of
learnable continuous embeddings while freezing
the weight of PLMs; and Gu et al. (2021) pro-
poses pre-training prompts by adding soft prompts
into the pre-training stage to obtain a better ini-
tialization. The demonstration-aware prompt has
also been explored by (Gao et al., 2021) with their
proposed LM-BFF, where a demonstration is con-
structed by unmasking the masked prompt on a
similar input example.

Unlike LM-BFF, which uses a single demonstra-
tion per label, our work uses ‘multiple’ demon-
strations that are provided for automatically gen-
erated label phrases. In addition, inspired by the
method of soft prompting, we use ‘soft’ demonstra-
tion memory based on globally shared soft vectors
for prompt tokens, without using hard tokens of the
similar context.

4Here, the soft prompting method refers to the methods of
using unknown prompt-specific token embedding or hidden
representations at prompt positions.
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Model SST-2 (acc) MR (acc) Subj (acc) MRPC (F1)

Majority† 50.9 50.0 50.0 81.2
Prompt-based zero-shot‡ 83.6 80.8 51.4 61.9
“GPT-3” in-context learning 84.8 (1.3) 80.5 (1.7) 53.6 (0.8) 45.7 (6.0)
Fine-tuning 81.4 (3.8) 76.9 (5.9) 90.8 (1.8) 76.6 (2.5)
LM-BFF (man) + demonstration 92.6 (0.5) 86.6 (2.2) 92.3 (0.8) 77.8 (2.0)
DART 93.5 (0.5) 88.2 (1.0) 90.7 (1.4) 78.3 (4.5)

LM-BFF-MS 94.0 (0.3) 88.3 (0.5) 92.7 (0.3) 80.4 (1.3)

Fine-tuning (full)† 95.0 90.8 97.0 91.4

Model MNLI (acc) SNLI (acc) CR (acc) MPQA (F1)

Majority† 32.7 33.8 50.0 50.0
Prompt-based zero-shot‡ 50.8 49.5 79.5 67.6
“GPT-3” in-context learning 52.0 (0.7) 47.1 (0.6) 87.4 (0.8) 63.8 (2.1)
Fine-tuning 45.8 (6.4) 48.4 (4.8) 75.8 (3.2) 72.0 (3.8)
LM-BFF (man) + demonstration 70.7 (1.3) 79.7 (1.5) 90.2 (1.2) 87.0 (1.1)
DART 67.5 (2.6) 75.8 (1.6) 91.8 (0.5) -

LM-BFF-MS 68.2 (3.3) 73.9 (3.0) 90.8 (1.7) 87.9 (0.4)

Fine-tuning (full)† 89.8 92.6 89.4 87.8

Table 1: The main results with RoBERTa-large. †: the full training set is used. ‡: no training examples are used.
Otherwise, we use K = 16 (# examples per class). The mean (and standard deviation) performance over five
different splits is reported. Majority: majority class “GPT-3” in-context learning: using the in-context learning
proposed in (Brown et al., 2020) with RoBERTa-large (no parameter updates); man: manual prompt; LM-BFF &
DART: the performance in (Gao et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021) is reported. full: fine-tuning using full training set.

3 Fine-tuning with Multiple Soft
Demonstration Memory

3.1 Background

Following on from (Gao et al., 2021), suppose that
the input sentences xin = x1 and xin = (x1, x2)
are presented for single-sentence and sentence-
pair tasks, respectively. The template T is de-
fined as (Tlabel, Tdemon), where Tlabel is the tem-
plate used to generate the main prompt for input
xin and Tdemon is the additional template to gen-
erate demonstrations of input xin. For example,
Tlabel(xin) for a single sentence task is given as:

Tlabel(xin) = [CLS] x1 It was [MASK] . [SEP]

We use Tlabel with the manually designed templates
of (Gao et al., 2021)5.

To define Tdemon, suppose that V and Y are
the vocabulary and label space, respectively. Let
Mwo : Y → V and M(1)

ph , · · · ,M
(m)
ph : Y → V∗

be mapping functions that convert a label into
individual words and phrases, called word-level
and phrase-level functions, respectively. For ex-
ample, Mwo(pos) = “great”, Mwo(neg) =
“terrible”, Mph(pos) = “a gift”, Mph(neg) =

5We use Table 1 of (Gao et al., 2021) for Tlabel as de-
scribed in Table 5. Note that we do not use auto-generated
templates and label words.

“a total waste of my time”. Let M be the set
of m phrase-level mapping functions, that is,
M = {M(1)

ph , · · · ,M
(m)
ph }. Given Mph ∈ M,

T̃demon(xin, y,Mph) is defined as the unmasked
sequence of Tlabel(xin) by placing Mph(y) in-
stead of the [MASK] token; T̃demon(xin, y,Mph)
is obtained by first applying Tlabel to xin to pro-
duce Tlabel(xin) and then replacing [MASK] with
Mph(y). For example, given xin = x1, y =
neg,Mph(neg) = “so sad”, T̃demon(xin, y,Mph)
is then obtained as: "x1 It was so sad .[SEP]".

Now, suppose that N (xin, y) is the set of train-
ing examples similar to xin labeled with y. Then
Tdemon is defined as follows:

Tdemon(xin) =
⊕

M̃ph ∈ M,
x ∈ N (xin, y),

y ∈ |Y|

T̃demon(x, y,Mph) (1)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator.
Finally, xin is converted to its prompted version

xprompt = Tlabel(xin) ⊕ Tdemon(xin), which is
used as the input for the prompt-based few-shot
fine-tuning.

Note that this setting includes the LM-BFF as
a specific case with |N (xin, y)| = 1 per label and
M = {Mwo} in Eq. (1), which refers to a single
demonstration setting.
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3.2 Automatically Generating Phrase-Level
Verbalizers

In contrast to the LM-BFF, we employ phrase-level
mapping function, as it is theorized that it would
enable a better representation of the demonstration
than a word-level mapping function. The remaining
part describes how to obtain the m phrase-level
mapping functions in Eq. (1), M(j)

ph ∈ M.
To this end, we use T5 to generate label phrases

using a properly designed span-corrupted input in
the reverse manner of (Gao et al., 2021) which
exploits T5 to automatically generate templates.
The input for T5’s encoder is merely the prompted
sequence Tlabel(xin), however, with [MASK] as
the span-corrupted token, the decoder then fills in
the placeholders, removes duplicated results, and
chooses the top m most likely generated sequences
for phrase-level mapping functions of the corre-
sponding label as described in Figure 1 (c). Our
generation results are shown in Table 4.

3.3 Soft Demonstration Memory
Different from LM-BFF which explicitly finds sim-
ilar training examples N (xin, y), ‘soft demonstra-
tion memory’ is used, which consists of globally
shared soft examples as demonstrations, assum-
ing that each demonstration uses n soft tokens
for a sentence as [T1] · · ·[Tn]. Under a soft
demonstration memory, Tdemon(xin) is obtained
using Eq. (1), but using the following definition of
N (xin, y)

6:

N (xin, y) =
{
[T

(k)
1 ] · · ·[T (k)

n ]
}m

k=1

In single-sentence tasks, the soft demonstration
memory maintains a total of m · |Y| sentences each
of which consists of n soft tokens, where the set
of m sentences corresponds to each label. For
example, when n = 10, m = 5, and |Y| = 2, the
total size of the global memory is 100.

To create m demonstrations, all examples of
global memory are chosen without requiring a sam-
ple of similar examples. An illustration of the in-
corporated soft demonstration memory is described
shown in Figure 1 (b).

3.4 Next Demonstration Prediction Task
To obtain a better representation of soft demonstra-
tion memory, we introduce the NDP task, which
predicts whether positive (or negative) examples

6That is, the soft demonstration memory is a set of |Y|
global memories each of which consists of m demonstrations.

Dataset Model K=16

SST-2 Soft Prompting 92.7 (0.5)
LM-BFF-MS 94.0 (0.3)

Table 2: Few-shot performance comparison with soft
prompting (Lester et al., 2021) and our approach.

in Tdemon(xin) are correctly matched with a posi-
tive (or negative) label word for the prompted input
Tlabel(xin).

To be more specific, the NDP task trains
PNDP(y|xprompt) = softmax(W[MLM]h[CLS] +
b), where W[MLM] ∈ R|Y|×d are the output embed-
ding weights of the label words in an MLM de-
coder. Finally, given a few-shot example (xin, y),
the training objective is defined as:

L = CE (P ([MASK] = Mwo(y)|xprompt)) +

λ · CE (PNDP(y|xprompt))

where CE is the cross-entropy loss function and λ is
the hyper-parameter. Section 4.3 presents the effect
of using the NDP loss compared to that without it.

4 Experiments

The implementation details are provided in Ap-
pendix B. For a fair comparison, the same manual
prompts for Tlabel in LM-BFF and LM-BFF-MS
are used.

4.1 Main Results

As shown in Table 1, it is noticed that the proposed
approach achieves a better and stable few-shot per-
formance than the prior methods and the LM-BFF
on five tasks. In particular, LM-BFF-MS achieves
state-of-the-art performance on SST-2 and MRPC
tasks, with 94.0 and 80.4, respectively. Moreover,
it is observed that the performance variation of LM-
BFF-MS are mostly lower than that of the prior
methods except for the MNLI, SNLI, and CR tasks,
implying that our approach is more stable than
the existing models. On the other hand, LM-BFF-
MS is weaker than LM-BFF on SNLI, although
it shows comparable results to DART. We believe
that the effect of global demonstration memory is
task sensitive, suggesting that the local method of
sampling similar demonstrations as in LM-BFF of-
ten needs to be employed for some tasks or specific
input sentences.
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(a) [MASK] w/o NDP Task (b) [MASK] w/ NDP Task

Figure 2: A visualization of representation of [MASK] tokens.

4.2 Soft Demonstration Memory vs. Soft
Prompting

To validate the use of soft demonstration memory,
instead of inserting soft vectors into the demonstra-
tion parts. We further evaluate the soft prompting
of (Lester et al., 2021) by prepending p soft vectors
to the main template Tlabel(xin), where p is the
length of the additional soft prompt7.

Table 2 compares soft prompting with LM-BFF-
MS on SST-2 and shows that LM-BFF-MS out-
performs soft prompting under the setting of the
same length of soft token. The results confirm
that the gain of soft demonstration memory is not
merely obtained by using additional parameters
of soft vectors, but by effectively modeling the
demonstration-aware context.

4.3 The Effect of Using Next Demonstration
Prediction Task

Method SST-2 (acc)
LM-BFF (man) + demonstration 92.6 (0.5)
DART 93.5 (0.5)
LM-BFF-MS 94.0 (0.3)

-next demonstration prediction 93.4 (0.4)

Table 3: Ablation study for NDP on SST-2 dataset.

To examine whether the use of the NDP task
is indeed effective in LM-BFF-MS, Table 3 com-
pares results of LM-BFF-MS with and without the
NDP task on the SST-2 dataset. As shown in Table

7Here, p is fixed to be the same as the number of tokens
used in the multiple demonstrations of the LM-BFF-MS.

3, LM-BFF-MS with NDP loss shows improved
performance compared to that without NDP loss,
providing positive evidence for our motivating hy-
pothesis that the use of the NDP loss is helpful in
enhancing the representation of soft demonstration
memory.

To further analyze the effect of auxiliary NDP
task, Figure 2 visualizes the representation of
[MASK] tokens on SST-2 using t-SNE (van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008) compared, with and
without the NDP task. As shown in Figure 2a
and 2b, the representation learned using the NDP
task is more discriminative than that learned with-
out the NDP task, suggesting that the NDP task
provides an effective additional loss for learning
representations of soft demonstration memory.

5 Conclusion

This study proposed LM-BFF-MS—manual
prompts with multiple soft demonstration memory
based on the automatic generation of multiple label
words and an auxiliary NDP task. Experiments
showed that the proposed method outperforms
prior works on five tasks: SST-2, MR, Subj,
MRPC, and MPQA. Extending our work to a large
soft demonstration memory and a combination of
local and global memory is valuable for future
investigations.
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A Limitation

The main contribution of this work is the multiple
soft demonstration memory, however, the number

of available demonstrations is bounded by the max-
imum input length. Furthermore, unlike the GPT-3
model, the maximum input length of PLMs is usu-
ally 512, which is not sufficient to deal with more
difficult tasks such as SNLI and MNLI. As shown
in Table 1, despite the effectiveness of LM-BFF-
MS, it shows a lower few-shot performance than
previous studies on SNLI and MNLI. We believe
that this is strongly related to automatic phrase-
level generation and is bounded by the maximum
input length. We leave this topic as a subject for
future work.

B Implementation Details

B.1 Datasets & Setting

We used the following datasets—SNLI (Bowman
et al., 2015), MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), SST-2
(Socher et al., 2013) MRPC (Dolan and Brockett,
2005), MR (Pang and Lee, 2005), CR (Hu and Liu,
2004), MPQA (Wiebe et al., 2005), and Subj (Pang
and Lee, 2004). This study followed the same ex-
perimental setting from LM-BFF (Gao et al., 2021).

B.2 Implementation

This proposed approach was implemented using
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and HuggingFace
Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). Experiments
were conducted with Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000
GPU. All optimizations were performed using the
AdamW optimizer with a linear warm-up of the
learning rate. The warmup proportion is 0.6. The
gradients are clipped if their norms exceed 1.0.

A T5-large and beam search (e.g., beam width:
30) were used to generate phrase-level verbalizers
automatically in a zero-shot manner.

B.3 Multiple Soft Demonstration Memory
Setting

SST-2, MR, CR, Subj, MRPC, MPQA

• Length of soft tokens: n = 10

• Number of target label: |Y| = 2

• Demonstrations per label: m = 5

• Total: |T | = n ·m · |Y| = 100

MNLI

• Length of soft tokens: n = 20

• Number of target label: |Y| = 3
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Task label Phrase-level Verbalizers

SST-2 negative [well worth the effort, a total waste of my time, a real treat to watch, so sad, a cultural revolution]
positive [an instant hit, a gift, entertaining on an inferior level, an unforgettable experience, a thriller with an edge]

MR negative [delicious, time, ms, the right thing to do, a very sad movie]
positive [refreshing, the best film of the year, well worth the money, such a shame, released on friday]

Subj subjective [not a documentary, godard at his best, a funny film, not a great movie, not one of them]
objective [the story of dr, not an easy task, a great site, not a film to be missed, not a great film]

MRPC not_equivalent [For the three-month daily average, According to the Washington Post, This is not unanticipated, At midday Monday, ? In the 1990s]
equivalent [On Friday, Yesterday, JERUSALEM, Hi, Today]

MNLI contradiction [In an interview with CNN, we hope, California Rural Justice Consortium, Realigning, In this simulation]
entailment [For more information, He’s nice, Ueno, I got good results, Exercise Bicycle]
neutral [At the University of Georgia, million, Firstly, Arthur Schlesinger, I was embarrassed]

SNLI contradiction [Car in garage, Florida Marlins, The pipe is black, In the boat, , The man is painting.]
entailment [Uncle Henry, At a trailer, Hippie is walking on foot, On a dusty path, In this kitchen]
neutral [According to locals, Playing with a ball, ", A group of people are walking", Mountains in the background]

CR negative [a complete waste of time, working fine for me, not working on my other phone, supposed to work, the same for me]
positive [exactly what i was looking for, a lot of fun to use, a great day, a pleasure to work with you, the perfect phone for me]

MPQA negative [ful, here, China, good, customers]
positive [trade, know , transparent, -tuned, and values]

Table 4: Automatic generation for phrase-level verbalizers Mph used in our experiments.

Task Template Label words

SST-2 It was [MASK] . positive: great, negative: terrible
MR It was [MASK] . positive: great, negative: terrible
CR It was [MASK] . positive: great, negative: terrible
MPQA It was [MASK] . positive: great, negative: terrible
Subj This is [MASK] . subjective: subjective, objective: objective
MNLI ? [MASK] , entailment: Yes, netural: Maybe, contradiction: No
SNLI ? [MASK] , entailment: Yes, netural: Maybe, contradiction: No
MRPC ? [MASK] , equivalent: Yes, not_equivalent: No

Table 5: Manual templates and label words Mwo that we used in our experiments from LM-BFF (Gao et al., 2021).

• Demonstrations per label: m = 1

• Total: |T | = n ·m · |Y| = 60

SNLI

• Length of soft tokens: n = 10

• Number of target label: |Y| = 3

• Demonstrations per label: m = 1

• Total: |T | = n ·m · |Y| = 30

B.4 Training Example
Suppose that we train SST-2 dataset following set-
ting: n = 2, |Y| = 2, and m = 2. Then xprompt is
formed as follows:

xprompt = [CLS] x1 It was [MASK] . [SEP]

[T1] [T2] It was an instant hit

[T3] [T4] It was a gift [SEP]

[T5] [T6] It was well worth the effort

[T7] [T8] It was a total waste of my time [SEP]

where x1, [T1], · · ·[T4],[T5], · · ·[T8] are the
input sentence and multiple soft demonstration

memory for positive and negative labels, respec-
tively. In this case, W[MLM] ∈ R2×d is the output
embedding weights of label words (e.g., positive:
‘great’, negative: ‘terrible’) in a MLM Decoder for
the NDP task.
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